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High suction power. For a deep clean.
TriActive LED technology reveals hidden dust

The innovative Philips Performer Ultimate is our most advanced bag vacuum

cleaner.

Optimum performance

AirflowMax technology for continuous strong suction power

Auto on-off to deliver suction power only when you need it

Made in Europe

TriActive LED for deep cleaning results

2200 W input power

Advanced deep cleaning

ErgoGrip remote control handle with built-in control buttons

On board accessories for quick and thorough cleaning

Intuitive digital display to get the best performance

Soft brush integrated into handle, always ready to use

30% recycled plastics

Allergy friendly

HEPA 13 filter

s-bag Ultra Long Performance captures even more fine dust
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Highlights

Auto on-off

The intelligent auto on-off feature will

automatically turn your vacuum cleaner on

when in use and off when it is not

On board accessories

The On board accessories inlcudes : - A crevice

tool that fits in tighter spots and works well

along the edge of baseboards and in hard-to-

reach spots, such as vents. - An upholstery tool

thatl has a small, flat head and powerful

suction, this attachment works well on fabric

surfaces.

Intuitive digital display

The intuitive digital display shows relevant

information, enabling you to get the best

performance out of your vacuum cleaner: - 4

cleaning settings - Dust Bag Full Indicator -

Auto on-off Indicator

Soft brush at your fingertips

A dusting brush attachment is built right into

the handle so it’s always ready to use for

furniture, flat surfaces and upholstery.

Remote control handle

Thanks to the ergonomic remote control, power

settings are right by your hand so you can

easily switch between power settings to match

the place and type of floor surface your

vacuuming for more efficient cleaning. Another

advantage of the remote control is that you

don't have to keep reaching for the main unit

so cleaning is easier than ever without

compromise on maneuverability.

HEPA 13

Captures more than 99,95% of fine dust,

including allergens and irritants such as pollen

and dust mites. Developed to meet the specific

needs of allergy sufferers, and more generally

of people demanding a higher level of filtration

TriActive LED

The new TriActive LED nozzle reveals hidden

dust thanks to its exclusive floorlight

technology. Thanks to its unique rubber flap

structure the brusheless nozzle delivers a

tangle-free exprience for no hair winding.

Thanks to its plane shape it offers a lay flat

functionality that helps you reach even more

areas.

ECARF

Certified as Allergy friendly by the European

Centre for Allergy Research Foundation.The

exhaust air is purified up to 99,95% of

allergens from cat & dog hairs, dust mites or

pollen to support an allergy friendly home

environment.

5 years warranty

Five years motor warrantyWhen you register

your purchase within three months on the

Philips website
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Specifications

Performance

Input power (IEC): 1800 W

Input power (max): 2200 W

Sound power level: 80 dB

Suction power (max): 550 W

Usability

Action radius: 11 m

Carrying handle: Front

Tube type: Aluminium 2-P telescopic tube

Wheel type: Rubber

Tube coupling: SmartLock

Power control: ErgoGrip remote control

Digital Dustbag full indicator

Design

Color: Silver titanium

Filtration

Dust bag type: s-bag Ultra Long Performance

Dust capacity: 4 L

Exhaust filter: HEPA13 filter

Nozzles and accessories

Accessories included: Crevice tool, Integrated

brush, Small brush

Standard nozzle: TriActive LED nozzle

Extra accessories: ErgoGrip remote control

Sustainability

Packaging: > 75% recycled materials

User manual: 100% recycled paper

Weight and dimensions

Dimensions of product (LxWxH): 475 x 300 x

280 mm

Weight of product: 6.2 kg
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